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STUDENT .F ELLOW ~ Blinded By Abortion
SHIP FUND STARTS
SUCCESSFULL Y
By Robert Lewis

Applications are now available to second
year students interested in applying for a
Fordham Student Sponsored Fellowship
(FSSF). The Fellowship will provide
stipends to students who have obtained
legally-related jobs with public interest or
not-for-profit organizations for the summer
of 1989. Stipends will be awarded in varying amounts, with the common aim of en- .
suring that students have enough money to
meet their summer living expenses.
To date, FSSF has raised almost $20,000.
As its name suggests, the Fordham Student
Sponsored Fellowship's primary source of
funding is students, who are asked in the
spring of their second year to pledge one
day's wages from their upcoming summer .
job. The monies collected are used to

provide stipends the following summer for
the next year's class. About $8,500 was
pledged by current third year students, in
amounts ranging from $30 to $500. Another
$1,500 has been collected from law firms,
which were asked to match the pledges
made by their summer associates. Law firm .
contributions continue to roll in. The largest
donation to date was made by Fordham Law
School, which pledged $10,000. Members
of the faculty and administration have also
cogtributed.
.

ror applications and further
information about .1hli
proqram stop by the FSSF
offiCe in Room 12 on the Garden Level.
.

ONE
MAN SHOW
.
WOWS FORDHAM
By Jacqueline Baronian
"Vote No!", an intellectually fascinating
one-man play written by New York Law
School Professor Robert Blecker was
presented October 3 in McNally Ampitheater. The play induced the audience,
participating in a mock election at the end
of the show, to vote 60-14 to reject the Constitution of the United States.
Professor Blecker introduced the play by
asking the audience to transport themselves
back to the year 1788, when Federalists and
anti-Federalists battled over the adoption of
the Constitution. The audience was asked to
play the role of a town meeting, which was
electing a representative to go to the legislature to decide the fate of the Constitution.
Dressed in Revolutionary War era
clothes, actor Thomas Schall played the role
of an anti-Federalist, and enthralled the

audience with the urgency with which he
pleaded his case. The effect of the intellectual arguments and the rousing performance
kept the crowd rapt throughout.
After the play, Dean Feerick and Professor Hansen led a panel discussion and made
valuable comments on the anti-Federalist
pOSitions. The discussion and question and
answer session presented interesting historical information but served .to undo the
excitement caused by the vote against the
Constitution. It is not that ignorance is bliss,
but that the discussion drained this wonderfully performed play of its wit and charm.
A luncheon reception followed the
presentation. This interesting afternoon of
history and theatre was presented by the
Stein Institute of Law and Ethics.

A major issue in the race for the
Presidency of the United States is
whether a woman should retain the right
to an abortion, based on the judicially
created, constitutionally based, right to
privacy. The legal arguments are strong
on both sides. Meanwhile, a less
privileged class of people remains unattended to by the law-men and women
who suffer from terminal diseases and
others whose lives are mechanically sustained by advanced medical technology.
This article focuses not on the issue of
euthanasia, but rather on the right of a
human being to deny medical treatment
so that he may come to a natural demise.
Imagine a woman who has expressed a
desire to live out her life without heroic
medical treatment, i.e without the use of
artificial life support. Suddenly she suffers a cerebral hemorrhage and 'slips into
a' coma. Weeks later she is diagnosed as
having fallen into an irreversible vegetative state, with no chance of recovery. The
doctors attach a feeding tube into her abdomen because she is no longer able to be
fed through natural channels. Many doctors examine her and agree that there is no
hope of recovery, yet disagree on whether
she acknowledges pain.
Her family now reveals to the nursing
home, where she currently receives
general care and treatment, that she had
expressed to her family on several oc'casions that, if she ever fell into such a
state; she would not want to be mechanically sustained. They requested that the
feeding tube be withdrawn, that she may
live out the rest her natural life. The nursing home refused, and a lawsuit ensued.
Surprisingly to some, the State stepped
into the picture to defend the rights of its
citizen, since the woman was clearly unable to communicate her wishes. The District Attorney who supports the "Right to
Life" movement would not accede to the
woman's wishes, as expressed by her
family . The arguments unraveled as follows:
The family alleged that the woman had
said outrightly that should she ever be in
a persistent vegetative state, she wished
to die of natural causes ;md not be subjected, and not subject her family, to the

unnecesary torment of a living death.
Corroborating testimony was brought
forth demonstrating that she expressed
these Wishes during the time of both
Karen Ann Quinlan and Sunny Von
Bulow, and when she saw her dying
mother attached to certain mechanical
life-support. A statute would compel the
trier of fact to hold for them if he found
that she did in fact express those wishes.
The nursing home simply sought to be
relieved of the responsibility, should the
Court so decide, of withdrawing the feeding tube. They contended that it was
against their policy as a nursing home,
that the legal consequence of such action
was yet undetermined, and that they
would suffer great losses if people were
aware that they agreed with such practices. Moreover, they counterclaimed for
the expenses incurred for caring for her.
These expenses only consisted of the
money owing after the family discovered
that their instructions not to use heroic
measures were not being followed. (The
nursing home was instructed not to administer antibiotics or revive her if she
suffered respiratory or cardiac arrest.)
Three years of debating between the
family and the nursing home passed
before the action was commenced.
The State defended her right to live. The
ADA attempted to show that withdrawal
of the feeding tube would cause the
woman to suffer severe pain, despite the
absence 'of external manifestations; that a
feeding tube was not a mechanical device
employed to sustain life but rather an alternative method of supplying fundamental nutrition. The administration of food
and water, he contended, was not "artificial" but rather a means of doing something that she would otherwise do on her
own (unlike use of a respirator) .
Moreover, denying a human being food
and water would cause them to die of starvation, which would not be a natural
cause of death; it would be inflicted upon
her by others. A medical expert explained, however, that starvation is not a
cause of death. It may be the catalyst to
some other cause, but it is not the primary
one, e.g. a person would suffer cardiac arrest because of the lack of fluids: For ex(continued on page 3
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Blinded By Abortion ...
(continued from page 1) .

ample, if the woman should die after being
denied food and water because of
withdrawal of the feeding tube, the cause of
death would most likely be the cerebral
hemorrhage which she suffered three years
earlier.
The judge appeared to be concerned more
with the fact of whether the woman would
feel pain if the tube were withdrawn.
. Perhaps he was looking for a way out of a
very difficult case by resting it on an issue
that could not rea.l.\y be deduced from any
type of evidence.
Three years had passed since the tragedy
occurred and the family needed an answer.
If the tube remained, the judge would go on
to his next case, the nursing home would
continue to care for and profit from her, and
the family would remain stagnated-forced
to accept their family member in a condition
where she could not communicate with
them, reach out to them, or love them. The
family would have to visit the shell of a
woman they once knew and the suffering
would be endlessly prolonged.

There exists the Society for the Right to
Die which assists people who find themselves in similarly tragic situations. The name
may be slightly misleading, especially in the
. case presented. The issue is the right to live
through natural means and die through
natural means, ie. to deny unwanted medical treatment--:-not the right to arbitrarily
choose to die, i.e. euthanasia.
Although abortion is a fundamental issue
confronting our nation today, we can not
forget, as often occurs, the rights and needs
of those people already pursuing independent lives. The case presented should
not be viewed as a unique one; many continue to suffer because of ambiguous or
non-existent legislation, The right to live
and the right to die are issues that our Congress should consider thoroughly . These issues are not ones to be left to nine people
sitting oil the Supreme Court. Too many
others are affected by legal detenninations
in these cases and the legislature has the
duty to represent them, not the Supreme
Court of the United States.

::J---:'' :.:.
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The Mouth That
f\lways Roars
By David McGetrick

The "Mighty Mouth" has arrived.
"Home-base" and "The Loudmouths" are
well-known studio props. "Pablumpukers" is lodged in our political lexicon.
But does the Morton Downey, Jr. Show
offer anything more than shock entertainment?
The line between programs that seriously examine sociQ-economic issues and
those that feature tabloid-style exposes is
these days, of course, blurred. The top

The problem with the program is that its
moments of enlightening discourse are
usually lost in sensational outbursts.
Hype is inevitable, but at times it seems
to be Downey's only sustaining .force .
Take his audience, some of whose members are selectively invited (according to
a disclaimer that appears with the credits
at the show'/> end). Enthusiam is one
thing, but blind adulation of the host is
another. The show's integrity is hardly enhanced when the audience must pause

s~ory 00 Live at Five, for example, is as
likely to be Sean Penn's latest altercation
with a photographer as it is a reasoned
analysis of the day's disputes between the
Presidential contenders. Oprah Winfrey
and Phil Donahue seem to be racing to locate all of America's unwed transexual
mothers and other desirables.
Some genuinely educational shows do
remain on the airwaves. Whatever one
thinks of William F. Buckley's pomposity
and reactionaryionism, F;ring Line is
erudit and analytical, if not commercially viable. Ted Koppel's Nightline is a
commendable effort by a commerical network to provide insight into matters at the
end of a workday.
It is not so easy to categorize Downey 's
show. There are refreshing and profound
aspects. With the prevalence of Phil,
Oprah, Geraldo, etc. and ad infinitum it is
nice to have an antagonist who' unabashedly describes himself as a "conservative". And Downey quite often focuses
on topics of importance, such as the verdict on the Reag'a n Presidency, objectivity
in ~ media, criminal defendants' rights,
the nghts of the unborn, toleration of pornography, and the status of the feminist
movement, to name just a few.

before exploding to see whether or not
Mort visibly agrees with an arcane point
made by a guest. (Upon being booed on a
recent show, Alan Dershowitz rebuked
the mob by stating that to some people
books are more important than hockey
.games.)
And the talents of Downey's guests are
squandered. For some incongruous reason
well-known scholars often subject themselves to the show's circus-like atmosphere. There truly are moments when
informative debate occurs between
guests, but invariably it is trivialized by
the mob 's vituperation. Or by Mort's. The
host has stated off the set that the best way
to elicit full and honest responses from his
guests is for him to make them as angry as
possible. This approach may have merit,
at least to some extent. But his adversarial
questions and taunts quickly turn into a
silly display of feigned fury.
No question that Downey's antics can
be entertaining. But let 's treat his show for
what it is-fun and games. As such, it
belongs in the category of talk shows that
should include The McLaughlin Group~hows that feature normally hardworking
mteUectuals-who need a juvenile respite
in front of the TV .~ameras.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR:
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EDITORIAL
As the 1988-89 school year gets fully unIn addition, the school's always chancy
derway, it is interesting to note some of the Tentative Schedule which appears at
changes which have taken place at registration time is only marginally likely
Fordham. It is also interesting to note some to prove accurate once classes start five
weeks later. Would it be so difficult to
other changes which did not take place.
The new jUld later starting date for the have a two or three day registration period
fall semester, moving as it did from August the week before classes are to resume,
24 (August 19 for evening students) to when people are at least beginning to think
September 6, surely gladdened the hearts about school? This would not only enable
of those in the community who remember students to return their bodies to the area
the joys of summers past. That joy was al- and their thoughts to torts, but it would also
ways tempered by the inevitable dread of give the .administration more time to conreturning to school. An extra two weeks quer their unenviable task of putting
would have seemed forever back then, and together a workable schedule.
Finally, while on the subject of classes
it was at least as welcome today. On a more
practical note, the extension of the summer and the administration, the ADVOCATE
vacation to Labor Day enabled many asks what the putpose is of the "Days to
working at summer jobs to either gain two Change Electives Without Charge"? If the
extra weeks of exorbitant pay, or two theory of add-drop is to allow students to
weeks of much-needed vacation. (AU of sit in on one or two conflicting classes
those long lunches and free beers at the before formally deciding which class to
Mets games can really take a toll on an elect, then there is a problem. This year,
classes started on a Tuesday, and the last
aspiring attorney.)
On the other side of this coin, it must be <lay to add-drop was the following Tuesasked why registration for the fall semester day. Thus, if a student wished to compare
and sign up for classes need take place in two classes which meet both once a week
mid-August? At that time, students are and at the same time, he would be Qut of
busily working away in law firms and luck.
courthouses, and the'necessity to interrupt . There is no doubt that the sOQner
these endeavors to travel to Lincoln Center everyone settles on a firm schedule, the
and fill out name and address cards for the easier it is for the adminiStration to run the
27th time since first year is a mystery. And school smoothly and efficiently. On the
what is but a minor inconvienence for most other band, since Fordham goes to the
of Fordham's New York based populace . trouble of having add-drop days, it seems
takes on a significantly greater import for only logical .to make them a few days
those who either live or are working out of longer, and thereby truly useful.
town.
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Tale Of The (Video)
Tape
By Brian Kirby
The hype and hoopla of the first Presidential debate has come and gone, and now it's
time to sort out the results. Other
journalists' accounts of the encounter to the
contrary, the first square-off between Bush
and Dukakis had none of the excitement of
the Olympic boxing tournament.
Unfortunately for the viewing public,
none of Bush's advisors physically attacked Jim Lehrer for prematurely stopping the
Vice-President in the course of one of his
responses. Dukakis .was not found to have
taken performance-enhancing drugs of any
kind. And both candidates showed up on
time for the "bout".
Wha~ follows is a summary of the highlights (and lowlights) oftbis exciting match:

Vital Statistics
Height: Bush is 6'2". Dukakis is 5'8", although viewers probably wouldn't have
known that if they had missed the beginning of the debate, since he spent the entire
evening standing on a bill hidden behind his
podium. Why the American public should
be prevented from seeing Mr. Dukakis as
other world leaders will see him should he
be elected President (unless, of course, he
spends his entire term in office wearing
shoes with lifts, or toting around a podium
equipped with a built-in hill) is beyond me.

Reach: The Vice-President's reach appears to be limited only by the bounds of his
imagination. Eight years of vice-presidential impotence in close proximity to the
Gipper appear to have had their effect on
Mr. Bush.
If his handshake at the beginning of the
debate is any indication, Mr. Dukakis' reach
is even shorter than anticipated. It appears
that the Duke's right arm is attached to his
body at the elbow. (It's a shame that Bob
Dole isn't the Republican nominee; then,
maybe, we could settle the matter with an
arm-wrestling match. Right arm, of course.)

Election Record:Bush: 2-2 (counting
1980 as a loss and 1984 as a win.
Dukakis: 3-1
Best One-Liner: Bush: "That answer was
about as clear as the Boston Harbor." (Made
in response to Mr. Dukakis' remark referring to Bush as the Joe isuzu of American
politics.)
Dukakis: "The 25th of December Mr.
Vice-President." (Made in response to Mr.
Bush's. response , after being interrupted,"Where was 11")

Worst One-Liner:Bush: "Wouldn't it be
nice to be the iceman so you never make a
mistake ." (Made in response to audience
reaction regarding the Vice-President's
reference to a particular missile system as
both the Minuteman and the Midgetman.)
Dukakis: "Well, when it comes to ridicule,
George, you win a goldmedal." (Made in
response to Bush's remark that ridiculing a
person's name, as Dukakis had done to Dan
Quayle, was beneath the electoral process.)
Bottom Line
The Vice-President won a split decision
on points. Bush generally did a better job of
responding to the questions asked and with
greater detail than Dukakis. The Governor
spent more time criticizing his opponent
and rehashing tired convention themes (e.g.
the Greek immigrant saga), than answering
the questions posed.
The real bottom line is that the debate ultimately will have little or no effect at the
polls. The vast majority of viewers have already decided who they will vote fdr and
believe that their candidate won the debate.
1be target audience of the debate, the undecided voters, was in all likelihood too
busy watching "The Honeymooners" on
Channel 11 to be persuaded to vote for
either candidate.
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First, Let's Kill The
Lawyers

S.B.A.NEWS

By Dean ObeidaUah
The start of a new year. at law school
The SBA is exited about the new
brings with it a new Executive Board for the programs that we have instituted this year.
By Alan Dershowitz
This dedication to the right') of the wealStudent Bar Association. The SBA officers We are sponsoring SBA night at the theater,
The other day, while on vacation, I was thy certainly helps the I percent of the
for 1988-89 are: Dean Obeidallah-Presi- with student priced tickets to "Les
browsing through one of those shops that population served by these corporate
dent; Paul D 'EmiliaVice-President; Miserables" in hite October, and have also
specializes in cute toys and gimmicks. A . lawyers. But there is a real question whether
Paul Huck-Evening Vice-President; Julia purchased tickets for a performance of the
small crowd was gathering around one par- it helps or hurts the rest of us.
Cornachio-Treasurer; Liz Corradino- New York Philharmonic in. November.
The profession of law is, after all, a
ticular set of items. They were called "cusSecretary.
Fmally, we have ordered tickets for New
tom voodoo dolls." The set consisted of the monopoly. Only licensed members of the
Along with these new officers comes a York. Rangers and Knicks games that will
usual objects of derision: mother-in-law, bar can sell legal advice and representation. " host of programs and activities that the SBA
be made available at group sales prices.
ex-husband, ex-wife, boss, lawyer.
Generally, when the state gives someone a
has planned for the current year. We began
The SBA is looking forward to presenting
Naturally, I bought the lawyer, figuring I license to engage in a monopoly, it demands
the year with a used book sale and then events and activities that we have never uncould have some fun putting a few pins in something in return: The monopolist must
moved into full swing with the traditional dertaken before. If anyone has any comparticulary painful places, while fantasizing serve all of the people, not just a tiny frac"Boateus Rideum." We have already held ments or suggestions for future events,
about several attorneys I have encountered tion. And this makes sense. If most of those
our first faculty-student reception and have please stop by the SBA office in the
who deserve no less. When I took my who need Ie gal services are not being served
decided to sponsor three more receptions cafeteria.
lawyer voodoo doll to the checkout counter, by those who have the exclusive right to
d~ring the year. And of course, we will be
the saleswoman laughed and said, "That's practice law, then others-unlicensed
scheduling TANG's throughout the school
'all anyone is buying-the lawyers sell like
year.
(continued on page 7)
mad."
Everyone seems to want to stick it to
lawyers! We are the butt of.bad jokes and
the object ofliterary derision.
He are a few examples of lawyers taking
it on the chin in humor. Ronald Reagan once
told this one to Ed Meese: "Do you know
why they're now using lawyers inst~ad of
white mice for experimentation? First, there
are more of them, second, there is no danger
that the experimenter will get to like them;
and third, there are certain things that mice
won'tdo." .
Another is the new definition of waste.: a
bus load of la~ers going off a cliff with
.
two empty seats.
Then there is the one about fhe lawyer, the
doctor and the priest who were shipwrecked near an island. When the doctor and the
priest tried to swim to shore, the sharks
frightened them back to the wreck. But
when the lawyer jumped in the water, the
sharks escorted him to the island. The priest
asked why the sharks treated the lawyer so
well, and the doctor responded, "It must be
professional courtesy. "
Finally, I was recently told about the holy
man who had devoted his life to prayer and
the Lord's work.. When he got to heaven, he
.w as assigned to . a tiny house on a ~all
Cloud. One day, he saw a fat, prosperous
angel drift by in a mansion on an enormous
cloud and he asked the Lord who that man
was. The Lord said he was a lawyer. The
holy man complained gently about his own
comparatively shabby treatment and the
Lord responded: "You see, we have many
holy men here in heaven, bJit he's our only
lawyer."
We are all familiar with Shakespeare's
line, "The first thing we do, let's kill all the
lawyers," and with Dickens' characterization of law as "a ass-an idiot." But how
many of us know that in Sir Thomas More's
Utopia "they have no lawyers "among them,
for they consider them as a sort of people
whose profession it is to disguise matters."
Why are lawyers thought of so badly?
Why !lfe we found near the bottom of every ,
public opinion ranking of occupations? The .
answer is simple: Because we deserve it! It
is not clear whether lawyers do more good
than harm. The vast ma'jority of lawyers'
415 8E\'EXTH A\'EXl.'I. SrITE 62
160 CO)DfO~WEALTH A\'EXl.'I
time~specially that of the super-elite
XEW YORK. X.Y.I0001
lawyers, the ones I help train at HarvardB08TOX. )IA88. 02116
is devoted to helping the super-rich get even
(212) 594·3696 (201) 623·3363
(617) 437·1171 (203) 724·3910
richer and pay less taxes.
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LETTERSTO

MR.X

As I seem to have lots offree time on my
hands in prison these days. I have decided
to answer some of the fan mail that I have
received from my millions of supporters. I
have reprinted some of these'letters and my
replies below.
Dear Mr. X ,
Why is it that David Lettennan and Jim
Heosen seek to ruin your career? I be having
the same problem with Giulani and Abrams.
Rev. Al
Dear Al,
Lettennan and Hensen are small, jealous
men who have sought to destroy my name
and reputation and keep me under lock and
key through their manipulation of an antiquated legal system which protects
mediocrity and persecutes genius. My
childhood friend and classmate, Jonathon
Swift, realized this and summed up my
plight in the following quote:
When a true genius appears in the
world,
.
You may know him by this sign,
. That the dunces are all in a confederacy
against him.
(From Swift's ''Thoughts on Various Subjects,
Moral and Diverting, Including the Plight
of
Mr. X")
Al, I hope that you take some consolation
in your plight from Swift's words.
Mr. X
Dear Mr. X ,
Well, I am a big fan. Well, I have seen all
of your movies. Well, I liked your Muppet
movie "Pork Me Kermit" the best. Well,
would you be willing to put me in one of
your films when I leave the White House
and you leave prison? Well, if you find me
a big part, there may be a pardon in it for
you.
Well, President Ron
Dear Ron,
There may be a part for you in a new
movie that I am planning called "Bedtime
for Ronzo." You would playa senile, expresident who thinks that he is a chimpanzee and who is exploited by ' two
mean-spirited zoo-keepers resembling
Oliver North and Nancy, If you are interested, plaese give me a call.
Mr. X
Dear Mr. X,
What are your views on the Middle East?
Moammor Gadaffi (Even I don't really
know how to spell it)

DearMo,
I'm sick and tired of hearing about the
Middle East. Why can't someone show
some concern for the Middle West, what
with the plight of the farmer.
Mr. X
P.S. Leave Ron alone, he 's up for a big
next movie.

Dear Mr. X ,
What are your views on cannabilism?
There is going to be a referendum on my island soon and I need to know which way the
wind is blowing.
Chief Unga Bunga
(in a white wine sauce with mushrooms)
DearUnga,
I like nothing better than sitting around a
big pot with a fire under it while my victim
stews. Although I am generally a leg man, I
do enjoy a good breast once in a while. It is
unfortunate that cannabilism is not permitted in prison, but I wouldn't worry about
your island-the population sounds to civilized to ever "just say no".
Happy Dining,
Mr. X
(in a Bernaise sauce with fries)
Dear Mr. X,
Do you think that I 'm a washed up old hag
like the rest of America. Please reply by
Federal Express.-I need to know.
NancyR.
Dear Nancy,
I do-llOt-always agree..witb the
American public, they are right this time.
Sorry. Mr. X
.
.Al~ugh

&"~ j ...~i!!) The Lawyers ...
paralegals-should be able to compete and
provide legal advice and representation to
those who are now being excluded.
Something must be done to bring legal
services to the people who need ' them
most-working people, welfare mothers,
the handicapped, immigrants, the aged.
These are People with rights but no realistic
remedies.
The Reagan administration has cut back
on publicly financed legal aid. Some large
law firms-to their belated credit-are
helping a bit. But the situation is still critical. It is as if the emergency wards of our
hospitals were going unattended, while
most of our doctors were perfonning cosmetic surgery.
Cynics may respond that the last thing we
need is to have more people represented by
lawyers. This reminds me of the small town

that had no lawyer, and so ~y invited one
to set up practice. He did, but there was no
business. As he was about to leave, another
lawyer moved into town. Suddenly, there
was more than enough business for both.
Lawyers are a contentious lot. Sometimes
we create-or at least discover-problems.
We operate on the adversary system. We are
not supposed to win popularity contests. But
in a society full of injustice, we are a necessary evil. It is not enough to poke pins into
voodoo doll lawyers, or to make jokes at our
expense. Something must be done to bring
the benefits of our legal system to all people.
Harvard law professor Alan M . Dershowitz
is the author of a new book. "Taking Liberties" (Contemporary Books) .

Boston's Mike Greenwell, Kirby Puckett of
the Twins and New York's Dave Winfield
also produced numbers which in many
seasons would have earned an MVP award.
In the N.L. , the pitchers truly dominated
the hitters. League-wide totals in batting
averages and home runs fell off from 1987
levels. Nevertheless,. someone must be
awarded the MVP. Darryl Strawberry of the

Mets appearS to be the logical choice. Although he only batted .269, he hit a leagueleading 39 home runs and drove in 10l ruos.
Darryl's main competitor seems to be the
Dodger's Kirk Gibson, but his 76 RBIs are
not of MVP caliber. Kevin McReynolds of
the Mets and Will Clark of the Giants also
have outside chances.__

Dear Mr. X ,
What is your favorite joke? I've got
another special coming up and I need some
help.
Bob Hogeless
Dear Bob,
The one that has always worked for me is
this: Why can 't Dairy Queen have children?
Because she married Mr. Softee.
Mr. X
If any of my other fans are interested in
having Mr. X answer any questions, please
write to the following address .
Dear Mr. X
Cell 138
Federal Prison
Joliet, Illinois, 60609
Editorial Plea: Send $20 and a nice 6pack of Bud with each letter to cover Mr .
X's postal costs and help jumps tart his
brain.
Tltankyou .
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